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INTRODUCTION ( N

% .
.%

.The,Open Pit Mining Job Wiling Series was developed through the co-operation, of member
companies of the Miiiing Asspciation of British Columbia and the Post-Secondary
Department of the'Ministry.of Education. The series was initiated hype euucalic;r1 and
training committee of the.Mining Assbelation. The commlittee-chairmSkLes Redford,
has given invaluable support throughout the project. .

.)
-The triining outlines in the series are primarily written forcoMpany training yirenitn or
supervisors and for trainers to serve as an indistry-wide guideline for heavy equipment

I. operEor training in open 'pit Mining In British Columbia.
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, Glen Martin, Similkameeo Division, Newmont Mines Limited

BillScribner, BrendiMines Limited ..
Tom Nicholson, The Mining Association of 48ritith Columbi0

Vic Dawson of the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources also participated
-9

A , with the commitiee.in setting directions.
4
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

*
M

Each of the training outlinei in the ibripS was developed /sing the DACUM, process, a
systematic model for developing modulertraining program& A series of four booklets
describing the DACUM process is diriilable from: .

Publication ServiCei 4Branctk
Ministry,ff Education,
878 Oievffield Road?
Esquirnalt-B.C.

. V9A 4V1 ,

Telephone: (604) 387-5331

Project initiation \ .

6

o . ,

The Mining Asiociationii educationand training commit/tee ove.early direction,to the
project. Committee members actively workinwith chairman Les Redford were:

Bill Dement.Craigmont Mines Litnited 1 ,

.

OP

1 . The first workshop witt representatives frqm the mining industry, the Mining
Association, and the Ministry of Education was held in April, 1979. Project goals and
priorities were set and an activity plan was established.

1
.

DACUM Workshop and Skill 14,ofile Charts

\---4411 1 1free day DACUM workshop was held inJune 1979. This workshop was conducted by
.Diane Morrison, a program developer from the Ministry 4 Education. The following . I
representatives partkipited in the workshop: .

Fred Meson, Afton Miges Limitea
... Ivan kioser, Afton Mines Limited ... .

. Vern Bouck,-8ethiehem Copper Corpaation .
. 4

,e,"--
Rat Chestier,ier, BethleheM CopperCdrporatiop .

, Bill Scribner, Brenda Mines Limited i

4. Ron Owens, Cyprus Anvil Mining Corporation .

Dennis LeDuc, Endako Mines rDivis,on, Placer Development Limited

Terry Perrier, Fording Coal Limited
.. .

Barry Tripp, Granisle Mine, Noranda Mines Limited ,

1
. Bill Savilow, B.C. Coal Ltd. .

'pm Nicholson, Mining Assodiatiqn of icitish Columbia
.

, Fred Savage, Ministry 0
i IEducation

.. a
. .

. ....".
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Jack Murray, Noranda Mines Limited -' -,
Ed Rudolph, Noranda Mines Limited .

. .. ,
Don Rankin, Similkarneen Divisr, NewiTiont Mines Limited

Don Barer,'"Zapata Granby Lima) ,.
.)

L The DACUM workillop pro4iiced hevy equipment operator skill profile charts. Each
chart listed the essential skilivneeded by the operator on the job. During the following
Months, the skill profile charts were circulated to FepresentatiOes throughout the mining

Iindustry for validation. - . ,. b .
it.

t Training Outlines / ii

0 nce the skill profile charts were approved, the next step was to write training outline
For each skill op tlitcharts, one or more objectives were written that state what the ,

trainee must"be able to. perforIn at the end of the training progrim to demonstrate
mastering the skill. A trainee who'can do all the objectives in the outlines is considered
.to have the skills required to perform on the job. A training outline developed using this
approach is often referred to as a performance or competency-based outline.

dill-Savilow from p.c. Coal Ltd. (formerly Kaiser Resources) was selected to write six
training outlines from the,skill profile charts. He worked part -time on the outline, while, . .
continuing his responsibilities in the training-department at B.C.41Coal. Bill wrote the

O .
Haulage Truck Operator, Rubber Tire Dozer Operitor, Track Dozer OperVcr Front-End Loader Operator,

II
.

Grade^ Operator and Rotary Drill Operator outlines during` 1980 and 19B1:
. 7

Don McColman ofaNeWmont Mines wrotejIeevy Duty Thema add Larry Hartley of Utah

III

Mines wrote Shovel Operator. .

Reviewing the Training Outlines
.

(
.

i
A

Throughout 1980r and 1981 a series of workshops were to review the outlines. The r

I. ' mining companies. The participants who pliSred an ettrernely important role in
workshops were conducted by Diane Morrison and attended by participants from various

examining and revising tole training outlines to reflect tra:aing standards required across )

li
the industry were:

1 1
03. ..

Hans Geertsemp, Afton Mines Limited
. A. 14' , .

Fred Mison, Afton Mines Limited e;? d -
( . p.I y Bill Savilow,,B.C. Coal Ltd.

Vern, Bouck, Bethleliem, Copper ,Corporation

Jerry LeBlanc, 'apthlehem Copper Corporation

I Don MillerBrenda Mines Limited
Gem Cooper, Drinco Mining Limited .

I 1

Richard Schwengler, Equity Silver Mines Limited

Don Fraser, Cyprus "Anvil Mining Corporation

"Ilerry Wolp(ak, Fording Coal Limited

1 A Norm Myhre,, Gibraltar pnes\Litnited
r .

4

George Sutherland, Hiettmontpperating Corporation

1
Fred avage, Ministry of Edu4tion , -.

Don Mc o man, Newmont.Min s Limited y 1

,/
ewe

1

4
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John Graham, Noranda Mines Limited ,....,

.. Charles llieilikila, Noranda Miheg Limitd

Leg, Redford, Noranda Mines. Liiiiitee.

-Dennis Lelsuc, Placer Development Lirrad

Larry Hirtley, Utah Mines Limirkf
.0" .

. .,- (
in addition, tfollowing ;ndiv,iduals participated in the review workshop for the Haulage
Truth* Opesator. outline: .. .

Bob Leader, B.C. Coal Ltd. (
Doug Greff, B.C. Coal V .

. a

) le/

Jackie Peters, B.C!'Coal Ltd.
4. .

.RayChenier, Bethlehem Copper Corporation
.)

. ...
John Van Demme, Brinco Mining Limited

-
Graham Hook, Fording Coal Limited .

. .
. -

t"
rte
--- . )

Tarn Car, ..Ministry of Energy,' Mines & Petroleum Resources

NT doidd, Noranda Mines Limited
-4. dbrry Trip, Noranda Mines Limited'. .

beorge Nic , Unif-Rig-Lectra

'Field-testing the Haulage Truck Operator -outline

4n June 1984 three companies (B.C. Coal L dCNorapda Mines Limited,tGranisle Mine;
Brinco MiningLimited) offered to I ield-test t new Haulage Duel( Cktefetor outline for a 'six
month period sand report back to the group. 'D ring the falit was ft: er agreekhnt the
other participating.ziines in the project w field-test the outline and would com:
plete a questionnaire. In the winter of 1981 all mines reported thaf the outline had been
used successfully to improye the uck operator training at their mine and some repor-
ted making major revisions of their traiqjng prograins as a result of the oatlioe.

C.

*over Art /
Bruce Kurschinska of B.C. Coal Ltd. supplied the photographs upon which the cover
illusRations are beset,

1
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USE 0 TRAINING OUTLINES

Additions and Mondifications

References are made in the ()Vines to areas where policios will vary train company to
, company and it is up to trainers to insert their a`ompaiiy policies irk these places.

Eacp training outlines ss based on a specific' manufacturer and model or equipment, 1o'
exarhple the haulage truck is an M-100 Lectral n order "*e the material 'ore di:-
ferent manufacturer or model, a trainer must review the outline and make necessary
medlticationi. It is anticipated that only the section on gauges and controls will need
major changes.

For Olsson Plans,. I I

The outlines do not contain lesson plans. Rather the trainer should use the outlines at a
guide when preparing lesson plans both for eta ssrocm and on-the-job trainitig activities.
Trainers are encouraged to expand upon the outiines to suit their own situation.

..
TOT Testing '.

..
yr.

The outline shoujd also be used. as a gu;deline for written, oral, and plaztical testing.
Trainers a1-could asin that upon com letion of training, each trainee can perform every
objectivb listed in the outline. It will tak :time and experience on-the-job before a trainee
becomes a proficient imperator. Regula . onthejob monitoring by eui3ervisors antl
trainers can greatly assist the trainee in developing-ehl'maintaining the skills needed to
be a heavy equipment .operator.. 7 . .., t ,
Sample tests for the oittlipes have been written and are availatkle to tra hers from:

,
. Research & Curriculum Development Branch. `. i."

,:

Ministry of Education,
4 7451 Elmbridge Way,- \Richmond, D.C.

\6X1681B8 1
/ ,

Telephone:,(604) Z783433

For Trainees

4 The outlines provide valuable information on perating helutylequipment and g:ve clear
statements on what trainees must be aerie t o'by the end of their training. Therefore, it
is recommended that trainees be given copy c; both the skill pfirofile chart and the
outline.

\
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.''OBJECTIVE 1-1
The operator will explain h ow safety and equipment operating rules set by the
company and by the Mines Regulation Act protect the operator and fellow workers

'on the mine site.

,KEYPOITS/pROCEDURE:S *
1. Presented.here is a basic introduction of safety and equipment operating rules. In- 1

. f d i v id ua 1 companies should incorporate their own safety rules into this material. .
. .

2. Personal wog i - ..
.

The safety rules concerning personal wear Eat set for the protection of the truck /
Operator and include proptr: t . .).1

Hard hats Sooteiear - 0I SII

A

Eye protection Hearing protection

i , Glov&

3. Personal conthipt

Rules concerning personal conduct are enforced for the safety of all personnel on
the mine site and cover: t

Horseplay

Reading on the job

Alcohol'and drugs

4. Prestart check
Safety rules pertaining to pre-start cheCks ensure personal protectionwhile cop-
ducting the checks add also ensure that the truck is in a safe operating condition
before' it is taken from the yard area. Special caution is required when:

o
,

Working around moving components on the truck such as fans and belts.

Bleeding air tanks.

inspecting electrical

Rempv;ng radiator caps.

Climbing cn or crawling under the truck.

it is essential to report immediately any operational problems with brakes,
steertig, or the dynamic retarder. The truck must always be equipped with a fire ex-
tinguisher.

Rules 263 (d) and 263 (e) of the Mines Regulation Act a nd rules 195 (d) and 195 (e) of
the Coal Mines Regulation Act state:

(d) The driver or qperator of any vehicle Or mobile equipment
shall examine and hest his equipment at the beginning of each
shift before putti(g it into use and if any unsafe condition is
noted, such equipment shall,not be used and the unmedate
supervisor shall 'be notified. .

(e) For each vehicle or piece of mobile equipment, a logbook
or other suitable record shall be maintained, in which shall be
entered a record of all unsafe conditions and the tepairs made,
and all notate ins shall be signed by the person king the en-

14
pbjectivg.1-1

S

1



n

- r
try, and the logbook or tecords shall be available for in-
'Spection at all times.

It i a l h e operator's responsibility to complytwith

N .

l 9

. t ..

*the mile site.

Only persons authorized by the c&pany are.allowed"to operate trucksk

. .

t .

.

. (
5. Operating .. ..

Operating rules ent afety of the truck operator end of all other persons on

,s ' i II
. . ..

There ifi:a bliqd area immediately around the truck) Before the truck is moved, in- II* . spectAhls area do foot in the yard or visually in the pit. Rule 264 (() (Al) of the 1

Minas Regulation Act and rule 196 (a) tiii) of the Coil Mines Regulatkin Act site:
o

l) 1

4

-,
No person shall operate or put in motion any vehicle or mobile
equipment unless he has just previously inspected on foot the
area o4er whic0 the eqUipment is to be moved,e

.
The operator must imrtdiately follow all warning signals given by others on the'
mine site including ho s, lights.Und hand signals. These signals are covered in
OBJECTIVE 2-1.

-
. .t

In addition to external warning signals, the operator must respond appropriately td
Y..

the truck's warning signals from the gauges and coarols. Truck warning signalsoe------
---------covere in OBJECTIVE 3-4.

6. Traffic control scheme _

It is the operator's reiponsiblity.cto obel tise traffic control scheme set out by the
'company-(OBJECTIVE-T-3)..

Rules 264 (b) Of the MipesIRegulation Act and 19t (b) of the Cosi M_ines.Regulation Act
both states

The owner, agent, or manager of every Mine shall wepare a
traffic control scheme for his operation and shall rbile it ac-
cepted by the Inspector, and the scheme shall show. ,the
maximum allowable speeds for the vehicles in pse,'risles for
passing, "stop'. and "yield" locations, priority rules for various
vehicles, rules for night Operation, maximum operating grades,
emergency runoff protection, and such other information as
may be required by the Inspector. -

T. Loading
$

Loading rules ensure a safe and efficient operation at the lqadinlf Area. The shovel
or loader operator is tne key person and has direct control of alctivities in the
loading area. For self _protection, for the Ootection4of equipment, and for the
protection of other persons, the truck operator must:

Adhere to signals %rom the shovel or -loader operator.,"
,

Slay inside the cab of the truck:
'/

Stay alert to the movement of other equipment in the area.

Follow the traffic control scheme in the loading area. ,

ExerCise care when backing against the muck pile..

Be alert to possible falling materials-such as spillage or loose rock

4 Objective 1.7

4
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a

1

1

1.

1.

.

Be alert to possible rough loadipg by a shovel or loader operator.

Prz,ceed cautithssly if the load is either high or poorly distributed.

8. <Hauling .7
Jhelruck operator is responsible forcfollowing safe drivierpracticeeat all times:

Mike sure that chd way Is clear before moving the truck..
-Use the dynamic -retarder ito control the speed. ,

-Vetch gauges continually' whit: operating.

Never iirivse or blck over large:materials

Keep thirors clean and adjuVed.."--
Slow down in congestad_areas.

Never make turns at high speeds.

Follow all tsaffic regulations.

Avoidcontact with electrical cJbles such as power cables alongside the road,
' cable stands, and overhead cables.

Coutioa:

Au - operator sit-maid never travel with the dump body raised because of potential
damage to the hiTill'cylinders and the possibility of a collision with an overhead

-power cable.

0

9. Oumpi9g
DuMpArpies ensure a.safezrodefficir
supervis r is the key person and has dos

( The truck operator should be alert for

, Settling dumps with either cracks 0

v f
operation at the dumping area. The dump
. control of activities in'the dump areas
ie following conditions:

r' slippage.

Improper incline to a edge Of the dump.
impEoper consistency of the berm (snow and ice; sand,or fine grade materials).

Additional equifoment around the dump.

Excessive traffic in the area.

Rule 272 of the Agnes Regulation Act and rule 203 of the Coe/ Mines Regulation Act

(a) No material shall be dumped from any vehicle over a 'bank
more than te\ri feet high 'unless

(I ) there is available an effective ridge of material

state:
So

anchored dump block, to act as a backstop;
(ii) here is a 'dump supervisor Who shall be re

for signalling and truck-dumping procedures nd for
checking and reporting the stability of tiled p; but
thel4 rspector may an operation fom the
re q rent of this paragraph where: /,

(A) thd haulage truck capatity is less than forty
tons; or

(13#) the tonnage being dumped is less than five
hundred tons in an eight-hour shift; or.

for an
and f
nsible

a

..v. ,

S.

,

V

I
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1 . .. .
. .

ir . .

(C) the nature of the material being dumped does
not require a dump supervisor; butjh no case . .
shall dumping be--done-from -an- unsafe bank."

11

,

.(b). Where a dump supervisor is employed at a dump, co per-
1.

40,

-Sortshall move or dump a truck at the dumpsite unless and un -,
til he relives a directional order from 4hedump supervisor. I

Dumping procedures are covered in OBJECTIVES 6-6
'
and 6-7.

. % . . ,
* 10. Servicing v .

. \
1. ,

1
.--Se cing rules elisure the safety oibill personp .in the service ar ea. The truck : . 4. di

opera r must take the following prgiautigns; ...S.
_ .

N er smoke or strike an open light while fuelling.

. 11
/ - Always clear the areaff people before moving thitruck in or out of the service,area. - r - .

Servicing .procedures are covered in4odcle 7, "Service and. Refuel."

11. Parking -.16,
,

e
1 el 't 4

if
Safe 'parking procedure are established to provide safety,. Air' people working

T....%
around the v vevehicle and to prent trucks from running away. The operator must

' I. obey all procedures for leaving the truck:

a. Park on level ground.

b. Turn the mieeis, int; the bank, if- possible. ..4.,* 1
.

a. Set the maxi-brakes. ,- 4, - .'. , .
.d. Set .the range selector in neutral.

I

A

V \
c

e. .Tum off the engine. 111!

f. Shirt off the master switch. e

$ g. Set the wheel 'chocks. . % . I, )

4 h. Maintain a ce distance between parked haulage truc
. is

4.
4 Parking s covered in OBJECTIVE 5-`7.. .

. ,

.

i

t 9.
.

.
er

/ . I
.

, 10.

+

.
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'\,_. OBJECTIVE 1-2 ,. i ., 0-\ i
4'

o

The operator wJll descripe the changing conditions that can occur at the mina site
anil explain the Importance of staying-alert to these changes. ,

1 _ t

I . .
.. KEYPQINTS/PROCEDURES

...v
1. The key to striyingplert-to the dangers of changing conditions is to drtve &lien;

?IP. .Y sively. The operator should discuss 7 unsafe condition with the supervisor, /
.2

2 Weathe;
11

",.
.

.' a ,

Rain,,snow, ail "fog each have an. affect on road and driving condit ions. Harsh
Ns weather can affect the operator's visiffility and-can cause slippery conditions. Un-

1 \ der pcor weather conditions it is recommended that operators reduce speed. "4

. 3. Road conditions
. 1 - 3

s Road conditions change with the changinglvVather, e.g.; slipperyf,onditions in cold
Y

111 . \ weather and dusty condition;. when it's hot. The operator must be alert for foreign
materialsen the road such as materialiAat has fallen off another haulage truck,

I \ rocks, wino .rows, metal debris or scrap. Road grades change constantly and ad
operator should be aware of the grade changes in order to know when to increase or
decrease speed., ..

.

. . *
a 4.

:
Other eq uipment

.

..I .
.

.

The operator must always be Meg to other equipment that may be on the road:
dozers, gra0ers, sand' trucks, water trucks, light duty vehicles, boes or am- s'

balances. 4- \ ...
4

a : %t

1 I.
lb

4t Speed ) / .`
, .

.

When hauling,a load downgrade," the operator joust be alert to any sudden ac- i *. --; -
celeration whip may indicate loss of the dyn*ro is r karder.

1 .

S. Traffic control scheme l 4:\ .
.

While the truck is being loaded at the working fac the traffic contr I scheme i

I constantly dialing and the o erator must be aware of the changer.

Usually the traffic" control schenw. at the dump area and on the haul read nge's

rf . *very little, but the,operator should be aware that a change couldpossibly occur.

- 7. Truct-performince
. . . * .1

-An alert operator can determine a chat* in the truck's perform nce by'lnior
familia with how the truck reacts under common Working con ti

: "much
as

hauling a load. The operator should be able to tell ifthe truck is ,wing tTer.1
L'autlion: . )
One of the most important changes in truck performance is the loss of the dynamic
retarder,Nbrakes, or steering, if any questionable%changes occur m Olin those
syste e truck must be checked out immediately. Dc not operate RI

.1 .* .

a

4 8.. Light

1' The change from daylight,to nighland vice-versa create dritg conditions that
demand added attention/and alertness. With experience a dr ver becomeeirnok

, . bomfor tali driving at these timos A

1

A

18
r
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OWECT WE 1.3
Thi operator will descries the min* site's t atilt contra, scheme. fa the haulage
reads. the leadinv area and the dump aril. " 4

. - .

KgrVINTS/PROOEDURES . 1

t. ,. 1.
,...

1. AtaiNimes the apeiator mit ,follow the company's established traffic coritriA\ .
scheme unless difected otherwise by the stipervisor
1

.
.1.,2. ach mining property designs its ;own traffic, control scheme. -
- 1

3. Right of w ay% - 4 . 's
ea . aI 9. y. a.

...
Due to the size of haulago trucks and the considerable blind spott, they have a
high rig:It of way priority as Ts seen ,fin t e follbiting1priority, list: 0

e 1 lip +1a4,.. Ambtriaize rescue -or fire trucks
fw J % r at

. si
4 b. Buses . /. . \

c. Loaded production truck -.....
I \-.!i ,. 1d. Emplyrproduction truck . .

o
e. Eixpthsive trucic and fliel trucii , . 7-.,

f ""'-... f. )111 other trucks or. equipment
( 1 1 /

.
vClans:

1 ,. . .
. A se of right a ways'provides guidelibes, Out ail gperatoremust use judgement.rn%

all Mtuaiions kemember, a right pf it ay can only be given, it cannot be taken.

Give speoial attentlo to graders, especially in the, spring and fall when roads are
Muddy. Since the" rant and rear ends can swing out very easily, they should be
given a wide. b h .when passed. .. . or

, -041. keep riglit , ''..- I , f
a .\ 7 . v

) .... At AV-times the truck operator must keep to the right unless otherwiie directird bye.),
the super'v'ise or by properly gritted sigrts. .

,....e

S. Traffictcentrel scheme regirding sheyels and leaders
A

it is important not to change the traffic control scheme atithe.loading face..unless
7 '

Ifi
advised by tile supervisor. Break' up the traffic control Wiemksauses cottfosion ,

\ -:and creates potential hazards

. ,

8

6. Proper intervals

A oeier, interval must be kept btween ticks, The interval will vary depending on
th truck speed and the road grata 4nd c tlition, but it mat allays provide ample
bra ing distance. Asia rule, onioddways the operatorlhould maintain an interval of
200 et to the truck traveling ahead. On hills or slippery roads this interval should.

.....,be increased. ... AB

,-.%. 7.. Traffic signals ,
/ . . ifit

Obeyall traffic si is and signs including:

Lights at the reakeri station or crushe\
a

tt
I. .1

4.
ro

.4.

Stop signs o yield signs' r
----,:..s

,
.

,

:. -7-/-k ...

y.

.0(T13ctivet
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4

00

S. Changing\ad sysiems
.

on"

.14

r1
".

A / fi

When road syjtems change, operators mustZforewarned and alsd advised-as-to...:---
, whichAtraffi 'will have the right of way.

9. Merging tr ffic :P. .
.4 V 7._ i

Merging traffic must yield to. llirough traffit unless otherwise informed by the.supervisor. .,. IN

10. Parking 1 .--47 . . . .
, % Trucks should be parked, at least 20 feet apart. Never park within 50 feet (or the %

listance the company has ettabliped) of the working face Parking so close that
operators can talk or jump from one cab o another is not alloy/ed. Many hazards
can result from such a pow* practice. , ' ,. . 4

1 i ,
i /"

I

, .

f

'

1 I

,,,
-

4.

.1

s

k

t.

4.

I

a

I

I

`
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14

Tha'operater wiltlxplairNits imp` lartance of proper driving techniques in order to '.
av,11 tire dsmage. G , Is A KrYPOINTSA)ROCgDURES, t. . a

( .
..f. R. :: hazards
. .

1

. 1The dperator must constantly be aware of riot holes and ei objects on the road,
: such eS spill rock -and metaliskjects

2. At thefwofk face
, . .

. . . .

''

The operator shod id never hack ,the truck up onto the work fice 11'where the shovel or .
, loader may be:wdrking bedauie large loose rocks will clime extensive darma e to

the tires, -If y$u feelthe truck is climbing the face, (et the truck roil forwar ontotruck
- ,flat ground-.

-:
,....... 3. S4rts .. f . . _, I .. u

out_, I1Nhen starting off with a load or even unloaded, the truck operator should pull out_ f. ..
with a gradual increase in speed.totavoid spinning the tireatecause this causes.exe

xi-
e . .c.t dive tire damage,

1-

. 4. Turns t
.

' The operator should re sharply than necessary. Tight turns
iiilcausgtwist-ff

olteratorshInild Oil a are that sharp turns shift the' load to the outside and tem-

twist-
in and scuffing of ubber fro the treads, especially at high spespeeds. sot the

porarily overload the t s o th1 side causing the whi'el slip light to ebnmon i-\. is . , .
. 5. Bask up to dump , ' . i. . -:. ..

11/
Backing up, hard against the m at the dunl or against the stop barrier at the'

' breakei or crusher will cause ti e damage.
t

., ..
t 6. Excessive braking . ' .

'..
,

A '

The operator should besawarettet excessive braking at high weds causesscuffing
iif the tire tread, and has also been known to.cause treads to separate frO the tire. ,

. , I:
`.# .., I 0 t . .<

4,
;fa :4 .

40%.4 :41 1
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OBJECTIVE 1-5 . .
The operator will explain-both-normal and emergency braking techniques for stol
ping the truck. ., . ....

KEYPOINTS ROCEDURES .
1. Normal braking ,. .

' t, '''. S OP

Normal braking o the diesel electric haulage truck is governed mainly by the-;
dynamic retarder. T retarder controls the speed of the vehicle. 'Once the truck. t.,
speed is reduced by the retarder to 3 mph, the service brakes are applied to stop *-

0.
1

.
the truck. _. .

2. Emergency braking
,, .% .

1

Emegency braking means bringing the 'truck to a -complete stop as quickly as Vi.
possible.' . ,-

1 .
. .

4e The operator must apply the dynamic retarder alnd the service brakes fully until t)le
truck stops. It is important_ to press as hard as.flossibte on both pedals. f r

3. Retarder failure -iv , 5
.
, ,

1 . 1

. i
One of the mOst'corbmon.hraking emergencies lithe failure of the retarder on/the ,

dynamic-retarding system causing the truck to sunaway. In this situation preliing
the service brakes as hard as possible will safely bring the truck to a complete stop.

0 . i/
In a braking emergency, it is also important to ilepress the emergency master
breaker override switch which prooyides a fnethotkof by-passing the truck's master
(circuit) breaker: Pressing this switch provides 24 rolti of direct currer4 toathe
vehicle's control circuits in the

Y
bvent that .the 'master breaker, opens.. \ "

4. Service brake failure . ..

Failure within the service brake circuits, e.g., the loss of a line between treadle.
) II

valve and relay'or relay emergency valvis, make it necessary for t'he operatbr to use
the hand brake or the maxi-brakes to bring the truck to a stop. ,.

14
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OBJECTIVE 143 t. ,
1,

The operator will explain the procedures for using emergency steering systemi on the truck.
# , .

? KEYPOINTS/PROCiOURES .

1. Einergency steering system

.Emergency steering system-procedures: , i'
cow a. Bring the truck to a complete stop by appliihg the dynamic retarder pedal and*

-.
service brake pedal at the same time. Do/this as quickly is possible.

1
. ,

is, b. While the ruck is coming to a stop, Pressitht auxiliary steering pump winch-
t which activatesthe auxiliary steering pump.. This pump operates on 24 volts

D.C. supplied directly by the truck batteries. The purposeof the-pumejs:to sup -
ply hydraulic pressure to the steering system should the main system pressure
be lost. I

c. I Rave the switchi rtil the truck comes to a complete stop:,
d. Use Cautios in turn:nt beclust the wheels can.not be taped as quickly wen

powered by the auxiliary aloe* primp. . 4P1P '
- ''

e. When the truck is stopped, turn off the switch. This 'every important because
leavieg the auxiliary-steering motor running will'ouse, permanent damage to
the motor. .

1

12 1.6

m.....-
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OBJECTIVE 1-7
S .

The oparator will explain the procedures for shutting down the truck- and the
engineln an emergincy.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

0

1. Emergency procedures for shutting down the truck and 'Agin. .
....

. ,
.a. Park on the most level area possibte. .4ii
b. When parking alongside a bank, turn the wheels into the bank. (This is a general

, - precaution that you should take whenever possible.)

c.
e
Set the hand brakes.

t.

d. Set the maxi- brakes.

e. Pull the emergencrengine shut-off immediately aid at the same time hit the
engine kill switch to ensuresiliat the engine will stop. v.*

f. Once the engine has' stopped, shut off the master switch.

g. Set the'wheel chocks in place folloVring the proper procedures.
4

24 Objecrive 1 -7 13
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OBJECTIVE 1.8/ . , ..
The opera/Jr will explain *why it is important to mainthin good housrtI5oopiog prac-
tices. ). .

-.-
1 KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. . Good Housekeeping
. ,.

' The importance of good hoisekeeping is to maintain a safe and pleasant en-
vironment to work in. Emolowes have the retp.onsibility to keep their own work
area in good condition, Good Housekeeping is an essential part of each employee's
job; A disorderly and-dirty work area can cause accidents, personal injuries and low
morale.. .Good housekeeping on a truck it assential for safety and includes the

.
%_following: " ..

.

Keep all windows and mirrors clean for good visibility.r 131
Keep the dash clean, primarily the gauges, so that,they can be accurately read.

nep the floor For the cab clean, This is important because paper, rags, dirt,
mud, etc., could get under the controls- (e.g., the blot or retarder pedals)
causing them to malfunction. An accident could result

. .
., I 1
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liBJECTIVE 1:9. 8 "

1 The operator will explain the/mine site blasting and guarding procedures.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. The blasting procedure is enacted on thfday of the Ilast. Notification is given to

the employees so they are aware of the blast. This notification, however, is not the
final precautidn. Before blatinilhe, supervisor makes, a careful physical check of
the Irea to ensure that nodone is there. Alt employees are evacuated to a safe

. 1 distance. Once the area has beep evacuated, all access roads are closely guarded to
prevent access into the blast

II

. 2. Th(guardi have the authority to stop anyime from entering the blast area.'The

ilesignated them as guards.

3. Should any irregularities occur, it is the guaid's responsibility to immediately
notify the blasting foreman of the problem. _1,

gu rds will be visibly identifiable by a colodred vest issued by supervision. they
will remain at the location desighated by supervilion until relieve by the general

P ' foreman or by the person who

*.
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OBJECTIVE 1.10
Given a map of the pit area layout, the operator will give the proper names of pits
and haul roads and will locate the dump areae by name or number. The dump areas
will include waste dumps, stockpiles and breaker station of crusher station,
locations.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES , )
1. Each property is different in layout, in names and numbers of dumps, pits, etc.v

1

2. Besides knowing the basic layout (1)1 the :1 area, some properties way also want ___,

employees to know the shovel locations.

41
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0,13JECTIVE 1-11 .4

The operator will explain the importance of reporting accidents and injuries.

.

0

KtYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
I

I. Accidents ...

All accidents must be reported to your supervisor s: soon as possible. in the event
of a serious accident, do not disturb the accident scene unless there is a risk of fur-

. trher damage or a danger to °personnel.

2a injuries . a

All injuries, no matter how slight, must be reported to your supervisor and to the
first aid station. Any injury where the skin is broken must be treated to avoid in-__
fection. In oases of serious injury, do not move the victim: send for the first aid at-
tendant. a .

3. Investigations -i -.
Reporting accideids and injuries makes way for an investigation to be carried but to
determine the cause. These investigations often lead to new rules or procedur'3
that create a safer workiOg environment for all employees.

Not*: O

.

It is the responsibility of all employees to report any hazardous act or condition to
their supervisors immediately.

.0 . i
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OBJECTIVE 1-12
The operator will ex laln the company!s power cable handling policy.

KEYPOIN'TS/PR CEOURES
1. A power cable handling policy should 4 established by eachocompany and should

lit followed by all personnel hafting plwar cable. This policy should ipclude the
following precautions:

.

a. Use 10,000 volt hot glovesgor other approved protective devices at all times
when handling power cable. Do not step on power cable orallow power cable to
come into confiect with any part of the body., .

b. Inspict gloves before use an' discard them Sf defeCtive. Hot gloves must be
covered with "leathers", Do not use hot gloves if they are wet inside.
DO not use hot gloves'for any purpose 'other than .handling power cable.,

/4 s
Treat all power cable attached to substations or switch houses as energized.

.
,

e: _ Neverplase-any-part-of-the-body,even-if-protected-by-hot:gloves,..on_or knear
cable terminals located 4)side potheads and junction boxes.

No one other than an authorized Iierson is to energize, de-energize, connect or
disOnneol power cables. -, .
Treat cable arches the same as power ca
connected to a sub-station or 'switch hou

c.

d.

h.

I.

l
, can be damaged by stretching.

k. When removing junction boxes an theads, support them adequately -and
keep them clear of the pit floor. Rough- handling of junction boxes can cause
damage to the boxes or to the power cable by the flexing of the cables at the
box44

e when the cable get the arch is

.
Report anti cuts or bruises in the cable. D6 nof handle.ddamaged power cable
unless it hat been checkedV an authorized person. Only gualifiedilectriciani
can .make.repairs to power cables.

Never run over unprotected power cable with any vehicle or piece of equipment.

Never pull More than 75 feet of power cable in any single pull. Power cables

1., Disconnected cable retains a residual charge (about 110 volts), so use caution.
even with disconnected cable. '

m. Pa lock he input side (hot side) of a pothead-type switch house so that it can:
not e inadvertently removed

vs

Objective 1.12
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OBJECTIVE 1-13 ,
The operator will explain the company's lock-out pfocedure.

1,

. KfYPOINTS/PROCEDyRES
.

.

0 1. To ensure the safety of both maintenance and operating person:el, a procedure for
locking-out equipment should be established by the company and followedby afi
personnel. . . .

...
2. Locking-dutt equipment means basically that wherever: the possibility exists of the

.equipment starting, energizing, 'r moving, Possifiility that could create a hazard.
- ous situation, that piece of equipment should belocked=out and tagged by the

peop)e working on it. A lockout procedure is designed to prevent accidents,and le

personal injury: Never remove another worker's padlock or trait withotitd
authorization. 'Check with your supervisor for instructions.

3. The operator is required to know the location of the lock-out station for the equip-
. mint, and must alitays check this station for padlocks or donot-operate tags.

>. before atteApting to.start 'thp- shovel.

-- .
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OBJECTIVE 2-1

The operator will -.

4

.. 4
I

a." Describe the signals used'by truck, shovel, and loader operators.
D. Describilhe traffic light system for the cor.itol of dumping at the breaker

station, grizzly, or @rusher.

4
;

(-)
-..
w .

c. Demonstrate the hand tgnals that a dump supervisor gives. ,

' KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. A signaller HELP WAITED should be established at the property and all the ern-

/ ployees informed of it.

2. Tryck operator's. signals .

A truck operator is required to give these

Start engine one blast

Stop one blast

- -Go-ahead =- -. two-blasts
Back up three oasts

,

horn signals:

.0.

Ail trucks should be equipped with automatic back ip horns.

3. Shovel4operator's or loader operator's signals

shovel or loader operator uses the' following horn signals when loading a truck.

Stop one blast

Go ahead two blasts

Back up three blasts

Reposition or tail load four blasts

4. Lights at the breaker station, grizzly, afiti,crusher

Red and green traffic lights control dumping at the breaker station, grizzly and
0,

v

...

T

.
-0

crusher:

Rcd -de-net- dump --

Green all clear to dump

Dump supervisor's hand signals

.47

I:

e.

.

A ,-

c,

4
Back-up --- The dump supervisor rotates ihe right" ar in a circular motion
clockwise to signal the truck back towards the berm.

Stop Once the truck has reached the desired place at the berm; the dump
supervisor signals a step by moving (he right aim up and down.

fib,Du p -- When the truck is stopped in. the position designated by AM-dump
x-s visor, the supervisor signals to dump by holding the right arm straight up

, in the air.
Move out Once the truck has dumped its load over the berm, the dump super-
visor points to the truck that is to move out. The supervisor then points in the
direction o; the shovel that the truck came from.

Caution:

Never move the truck until the dump body is comply down and the dump super-
visor signals the truck to move out.

32 Objective 2-1-
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OaJECTIVE 2-2
Givo,a4amplo of the reporting forms used by the company, the operator will come
'plot. production reports, time carts, and the daily logbook.

KCYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
. 1.

1. Production reports -4
...

A The production reports are filled out to include the: Pt

Area code number of-the pit in which the operator.isworfpng.
Equipment numbers of the loader or shovel reading the truck.

Dumping numbers of the location where the M rial is being handled, e.g.,
. stockpiles, waste dumps, or the breakeristatton or crusher.

Equipment numbers of the truck that the operator is using.
Numbers of the material being hau ledCateria I hauled numbers) such as waste,

. .

overburden, ore, or coal. a
. .

_ 2. Production reports areViici for costing and planning purposes and therefore it is 1
,...

imperative that they be accurate. .. ..
- ..

3, Timecards

Timecards should include the

Area code norther of the pit in which the operator is working. . , I
I
1

I

I

1 1
1

1

Equipnient numbers of the loader or shovel loading the truck.

-Dumping numbers of the location where the material is being chimped, e.g.,
stockpiles, waste dumps, breaker station, or the grizzly or-crusher.

Equipment numbers of the truck that the operator is using.
, Material hauled numbers fix material such as waste, overburden, ore*(low

grade, high grade), coal (oxidized, metallurgical).

4. daily logbooks
The daily logbooks are filled out regularly and cover the folloWing information:

-ir----bendral-repairs-to-the-truck-r-

Fuel up times so that the oncoming operator knows approximately how much
fuel is left. 1
Any general information, forfor example on steering and brakes, which may help
the oncoming operator.

. Rule 263 (e) of the Mines Regulation Act and Rule 195 (e) of the Coal Mhos Regulation
Act state: .:.,

. , .
For each vehicle or piece of mobile equipment, a logbook or
other suitable record shall be maintained. in which shall been- II
tered a record of ill.unSafe conditions and the repairs made,
and all notations shall be signed by the person making the en-
try, and the logbook or records shall be available for in-

. spection -at all times.

5. It is important that the oncoming operator 'mows the prior shift's history of the
*truck. Operators should _report tritsafe or ha'zardous equipment first of all to the

supervisor and then'to the oncdming operator. - ,

-
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OBJECTIVE -

. The opeiator will operate the mobile radio on the mine site and explain proper
procedures. for its use.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES
1. Radio procedures

Proper and effective use of the radio is important. Tate the following step's:
a. Identify the sender by the unit or vehicle number.
b. Idra&tifethe receiver by the unit or vehicle number.
C. Wait until the receiver acknowledges.
d. Relay the message in 'a clear and precise manner.

2. Radio use is restricted to necessary operational .transmissions. Use no profane
language over the radio at any time.

3. In the event of an wisafe.situation or an emer ency, contact the dispatcher or,
supervisor immediately. if radio silence is neces ary, either the dispatcher or the
immediate supervisor can call for it. This will.de end on procedures established at
the mine. '.

7*-
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OBJECTIVES 3-1

The otrerator will locate and identify ch of the gauges o7 the truck dashboard
and each control and switch in the cab.

ea-

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Gauges on the track.riashboard:
4, pressL:re gauge

Engine temperature gauge

Air-pressure gauge

s Tachometer
Speedometer

Ammeter

Voltage gauge

Air filter indicator
. Fuel gauge

2. Switches and controls in the truck odb area:
Steering wheel

Range selector lever

I

Accelerator pedal

Retarder pedal

Service brake pedal

Hand brake lever

Hoist lever

Emergency master breaker override button

Starter lockout bitton
Engine kill switch

Air start button
Windshield wiper button

Front wheel brake control

Electrical reset buttons

Maxi-brake control' witch'
High and low idle switch

Auxiliary steering switch
Headlights, backup lights, tali and panel light s

Dimmer switch

Master switch

Low air warning device (wig wag)

'GroUnd relay light

Wheel slip indicator

$

i

ti

,
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Heater switch

Defroster

Park bralor indicatur

. .

I
4 . IIIEngine emergency shutdown .

High beam inScator 4

anel light dimmer control
A

Auxiliarrsteering light
Aftercooler heater indicator

L.D
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OBJECTIVE 3.2
0

The ope#tor will desCribe the fuectiorrand normal range of gauge and state the
comp(nents that each gauge monitors or isodirectly related 'to.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Abnormal And unacceptable gauge readings are covered in OBJECTIVE 3-4.

2 Engine oil pressure gauge

The function of the engine oil pressure gauge ii.to monitor engine oil pressure
while the engine is running. The operator should refer to the engine manufacturers
recommended oil pressure ranges for both operating and idling witkthe following
engines:

Cummins diesel*

Detroit diesel (GMC)

Cat engines

Normal-oil-pressure-during-hapIge-is-60-70-psi.-

3. Engine temperature gauge

The function of the engine temperature gauge is to monitor the engine coolant tem-
perature while the engine is in operation. The engine temperature gauge is directly
related to the engine,. engine coolant, and the radiator.

The acceptable gauge readings of the coolant are:

`Low coolant temPerature 140`,V

High coolant temperature 200°F

Operating range 170.190°F

The actual temperatures vary with the thermostat settings.

4. Control air pressure gages
The function of the control air pressure gauges is to monitor air pressure in the ser-
vice brake, air lines, air tanks and air assisted controls (e.g.p the retarder, ac-
celeration, and s ice brake pedals).

-Thei-ecceptabie air issue gaugereadintr ire:
Minimum air pres re 100 .psi

Maicirnum air pressure 120 psi

5. Tachometer_

The function of the tachometer is to monitor engine rpms. The acceptable
tachometer readings are:

Lov9dle 650 rpm (will vary with that type of engine)
High idle. When the range scleclor lever is put into the forward position, the
engine goes into high idle automatically at 1400 rpm.,

Maximum engine speed 2100 rpm

9)
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6. 'Speedometer

The function of the speedometer gauge is to monitor the sPeed of the truck. The
speedometer is directly related to the wheel motors where the speedometer unit is
mounted.. a

The acceptable speedometer readings for the truck are:

Level hiul maximum .25 mph 9
-r

Downhill haul maximum. 15 mph

Proper speed control using the retarder or dynamic braking is covered in
OBJECTIVE 6-3.

7. Ammeter gauge

IThe function of the ammeter gauge is to monitor-if the storage batteries are being
charged. A positive reading is normal. The ammeter gauge is directly related to the
alternator and storage batteries.

STVoltagegauge ,.

T he function of the voltage gauge.is to monitor the charging voltage to the 24 volt
battery.. The voltage gauge is directly related to the alternator system 'and the
storage batteries. Normal vollage is 24.28 volts when the engine is St normal
operating speed.

Now
Low battery voltage may ca LC improper operation of the truck's traction drive
system" because of lost propu ion or lost dynamic retarding.

)9. Air cleaner indicators ,

The function of the air cleaner indicators Is to point out the service requirements
of the air cleaner element' The air cleaner indicators are directly related to the air
filters and the engine. For normaloperating the green band shows.

10; Fuel gauge t
. ..

The function of the fuel gauge 0 to indicate the relative levels of fuel in the fuel
tanks. ,The fuel gauge is direct1 related to the fuel tanks and the .

I
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\ OBJECTIVE' 34\'The o erator will lescribe the function of controls and switches and state thy) come
on nt that each control or switch is directly related to.

KE INTS/PROCEOURES

Steer g wheel '
The nction of the steering wheel is to control the truck's selec ed direction of
tray I. Thesteering wheel is directly related to the steering syst m components:
the hydraulic steering cylinder, tie rods, ball Joints, and front wheel assemblies.

2. Range selector lever
t
The function of the range 'selector lever is to select the direction traVel, either
forward or reverse. The range selector lever is directly related to the 'main
generator, wheel motors, and engine.

'3. Accelerato pedal *.N...
The function of the accelerator pedal is to control the crease in speed of the
truck in either forward or reverse. The accelerator pedal is directly-related to the
engine.

4. Dynamic retarder pedal
The function of the dynamic retarder pedal is to con trol the speed of the truck
when it is travelling over 3 mph by means of an electrical braking system. The
dynamic retarder pedal is directly related to the engine, main generator, wheel
motors, excitor, and storage batteries.

5. Service brake pedal

The function of the service brake pedal is to activate the seryice brakes. This pedal
is only to be used tinder 3 mph. The service &rake pedal is directly related to the air
lines, brake 'actuators, brake shoes, brake calipers and brake discs.

Braking procedures are covered in OBJECTIVE 1-5.

6. Hand brake lever
The function of the hand brake lever is to apply the hydraulic brakes foi short time
parking during truck loading or dumping operations. The hand brake-lever is direc-
tly related to air lines, brake actuators, brake shoes, brake calipers, and brake
discs. When the truck is left unattended, set the maxi-brake and put the wheel
chocks in place.

Caution:

Using both the hand brake and maxi-brake at the same tim e compounds the braking
press re to the rear wheels and puts excessive stress on the rear braking com-
ponents.

7. Hoist lever
The function of the hoist lever is to raise or lower the dump-truck body: The hoist
lever is directly related to the hydraulic pump, hoist rams, and dump body.

40 Objective 3-3
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8. Emergency master breaker override switch

_The fuoction of the emergency master breaker override switch is to enable the
operator to by-pass the truck's master circuit breaker. This emergency switch is
directly related to the master switch and he 24 volt DC system. fiy depressing the
button and keeping it depressed the operator provides 24 volts DC to the vehicle's
control circuit in the event that the master circuit breaker opens.

Coution:

To preveht extessive damage to thebtruck, the master breaker override should only
be used long enough to bring the truck to a controlled stop.

9. Starter lock out button

The function of the starter lock out button is to lock out the starting system of the
truck. The starter lock out button is directly related co the air start motor, switches,
electrical components, and the engine.

10. Engine- kill switch

The function of the engine kill switch is to stop the engine once the truck has been
brought to a complete stop.

11. Air start button
The function of the air start button is to control the air to the engine starter. The air
start button is'directly related to the air 'tart motor, the main engine of the truck,
the air lines; and the air tank.

12. Windshield wiper button

The function of the windshiek; wiper button is lo control the movement of the
windshield wipers. The windshield wiper button is 'directly related to the wind-
shield and windshield wiper blades .

13. Front wheel brake control
The function of the front wheel brake control is to provide the operator with a
means of varying the braking.pressure to the front brakes wheh compensating for
various road conditions. The front wheel brake control is directly related to the
front wheel service brakes, air lines, and brake shoes.

14. Electrical reset buttons

The functionof.-the-Mearica I reset buttons is to reactivate the service lighting
___system. at have kicked out. Electrical reset buttons are directly related to the

service lipt system, dash lights, head lights, and tail lights.

15. Maxi-brake control

The function of the maxi-brake or -pring brake control is to apply the trucks
parking brakes and also to apply the vehicle's spring brakes in the event that nor-
mal system pressure is lost. The maxi-brake control switch is directly related to the
spring-over-hydraulic braking system.

16. High and low idle switch
1

The function of the high and low idle switch is to enable the operator to,,seiect be-
tween high idle for normal operation and low idle for the shop:area or for close
manoeuvering. The high and low 4Ie switch is directly related to 'engine rpms
through an electriml system.
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17. Auxiliary steering switch

1,

The function of the auxiliary steering switch is to supply emergency pressure for
steering control in the event that the main hydraulic pressure is lost. The auxiliary
steering switch is directly related to the auxiliary steering pump, electric motor,
steering components, tie rods, and drag links.

S. Headlight, backup light, tail and panel light,switches

The function of the light switches is .to turn on the headlights, backup lights, Aoki.
and panel lights. These switches are directly related to the systems ".

operating the various lights.

19. Dimmer switch

The function of the dimmer switch is to contiol the operation o the high and low
beam headlights. The dimmer switch is directly related to the hea light's electridal
circuit.

20. Master switch
The function of the master switch is to apply 24 volts DC to the vehicle's control
system, excluding the headlights and emergency steering. The master switch is
directly related to the 24 volt DC system and the vehicle's control systems. Note
that thiS is the only switch located outside the cab. It is mounted over the wind-
shield outside the cab.

21. Low air warning device (Wig Wag)

The function of the low air warning device (wig wag) is to warn the operator that
there is a low air condition in the truck. The low air warning device is direcoiy
related to the air system which includes the air lines, air compressor, air rese.ve
tanks, as well as all of the braking components. Do. not operate the truck with the
wig wag down; have the..truck checked out immediately.

22. Ground relay light
The function of the ground relay light is to indicate a malfunction in the truck's
electrical propulsion system.'This light is directly related to the electrical system
of the truck, and to the propulsion and retarding systems. Should the light indicate
a malfunction the truck will lose propulsion and possibly dynamic retarding. Do not
use the truck in this condition; have it checked out immediately.

23. Wheel slip indicator lights
The function of the wheel slip indicator lights is to point out a difference in speed
between the two wheel motors. The wheel slip indicators are directly related to the
wheel motors. Note that the indicators may flash when making a tight turn; this is
normal.

24. Engine emergency shut down switch

The function of the engine emergency shut down switch is to provide a sure method
of immediately stopping the engine in an emergency. Use this switch only when the
truck is at a complete stop.

25. High Seam indicator .

The function of the high beam indicator 'is to tell when the truck's high beam
headlights dre on. The high beam indicator is directly related to the headlights and
the dash.

42
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26. Panel light dimmer control
The function of the dimmer control is to control the brightnesi of the lights on the
dash. , I

27. Auxiliary steering light

The function of the auxiliary steering light is to indicate that the auxiliary steering
system is activated and the pump is operating. The steering light is directly related
t- the steering system, storage batteries, and auxiliary steering pump.

28. Afterceeler heater Indicator

The function of the aftercooler heater indicator is to monitor the operation of the
heater in the afterc -der drain. This indicator is-directly related to the cab heater
and the aftercooler heater.

29. Heater switch

The function of the heater switch is to activate or deactivate the heater that warms
the operator's cab. The heater switch is related directly to the cab heating system
and the air aftercooler.

30. Defroster switch
The function of the defroster is to control the heat going onto the windshield of the
cab. The defrost switch is directly related to the windshield defrost system.

31.
.

Parking brake indicator
- -,

The function of the parking brake indicator is to tell if the parking brake is on or
not. This indicator is directly related to the service brake system and the parking
brake control.

t
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1OBJECTIVE 3-4 ,

The operator tvil describe warning signals and explain he

7
action to take for each

signal. I

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES /
1. Alarm bells

The alarm bells sound if the engine develoi low oil pressure or the 'engine
overheats. If the alarmiballs ring, the operatdr should stop the truck immediately,

k shut down the engine to avoid further damage, and report the problem.
1 .

The operator should'check the engine oil and coolant levels and if they are low
check for oil and/coolant leaks. I

2. Low air pressurisi flags
/ .

. i

The low air preisure warning flag/Will drop in front-of the windshield when the air
pressure drop below 90 psi.lf the IOW air pressure flag drop;:; the operator should
bring the truck to a $afe stop and secure the truck with the parking brakes, maxi-
brakes and wheel chocks. The operator-should report the problem and check for air
leaks.

3. Dump body position indicator
The dump body position_ indicator is a piece of hose or pipe attached-to the dump
body canopy in such a way that when the duriip body is down the indicator is visible
through the windshield. Do not operate the truck with the dump body raised be-
cause of the possibility of hitting ovejhead power cables and also because of the
damage that may occur to the hoist cylinders.

4. Ground relay light
The ground relay light comes on when a ground or short circuit occurs in the elec-
trical propulsion system. Do not operate the truck if the ground relay light comes
on or 'flashes; pull the truck over and park it safely, shut down the engine, and
report the problem.

5. Oil pressure gauge

If the oil pressure is below the acceptable reading (OBJECTIVE 3-2), pull the truck
over, park it in a safe place, and secure it. Once thisis done shut down the engine,
check the oil level in the engine, and look for oil leaks. Report the problem im-
mediately.

6. Engine temperature gauge

When tile coolant temperature' is high the operator should:
a. First check the coolant level exercising caution, as tha cot -lant is under

pressure and severe !Arils could result from negligence.
b. Check the engine oil 14e1 because low engine oil will cause overheating.
c. Check to see if the shutters on the radiator are staying closed. By not opening,

. they will cause overhbating,

d. Look for coolant or oil leaks.

44 Objective 3-4 3T
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7. Ammeter gauge Afkit
The ammeter gayge dicate. if the batteries are being charged. Positive readings
are normal. If t cha ecomes negative, shut down the truck engine" im-
mediately and report the problem. The only check the operator can make is to
check the alternator belts.

8. Voltage gauge

If for some reason the gauge drops below 24 volts, do not operate the truck.
Operating betow 24 volts can damage the propulsion and dynamic retarder
systems, .

9. Air cleaner indiCator
If the red band shows, have the filter or element cleanel or
"possible:*

changed as soon as

1

1
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OBJECTIVE 4.1

b

,

The operator will locate and identify the basic units of the truck and Moir com-
ponents.

K-EYPOINTSMICOCEOURES
,l. Main frame

,The mainframe is the basic unit to which all other units and components are
mounted. /

e
2. Running gear

The running gea. unit consist. of the:
Wheel motors

Tires

Axle box

. Nose cone
Rear suspension

Front suspension ._
Steering assembly

3. Super strdcture 0
. ;

The super structure unit is attached to the main frame and is the base or support
for the:

Operator's cab

Air cleaners

Electrical cabinets

Dynamic retarding grids

4. Engine ..)
. .

The engine unit consists of the:

.

.C-

Radiator assembly

I 4
Air cleaners

Alternator

. Air start motor
Blower motor

tc Main generator

5. Dump body-

.The dump body unit is attached to the main frame.1

I
1

I

4
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OBJECTIVE 4.2

The operator will locate in a systematic sequence the pro-start and running check
..points on the truck:

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. The truck prestart and running check points are:

The cab area for the off-going Operator and around the truck for other persons.

Engine oil check .

Engine oil leaks

Fan belt

Alternator belt .

J Blower belt

Excitor belt

Front suspension

Fr6nt tires
.

Front wheel lugs

Brake lines
-

4 'Air tanks (main tank, front _brake. application tanks, :bah brake application
tanks)

. Hoist rams

Main frame
i

Nose cone

Hydraulic pump U-joints

Rear wheel motor covers

Rear brakes

Rear tires

Rear wheel lugs .,-
.

Rock strippers

Rear suspension
. Square roller

Rear axle box door

Dump body

Steering assqmbly (tie rods, ball joints, hydraulic cylinders, drag link, bell
crank)

Radiator coolant level

Hydraulic oil level
Air intake
Auxiliary steering

Air cleaner indicators

%, 48
A.
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Hydraulic hose leaks .

Lights (headlights, backup lights, clearance tights)

Glass (windshield, side Adows, mirrors)
,--,

Handrails and ladder

Wheel chocks t'Seat belts

Fire extinguisher

Dump body supports

Material in the dump body

.

4

4

.
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'OBJECTIVE 4.3
The operator will perform a prestart ch ck of the truck and deicribe both the ac-
ceptable conditions fur each check point a d the problems that should be reported
to a supervipor. .

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Check for personnel in the cab area and..aro d the truck
The operator, before commencing pre-start chee s, must heck the cab area for
other operators and also check for people who. m y be working around the truck.

c

The operator should walk completely around the truck ldoking underneath the truck
and in the engine compartment and cab. Once this is done the detailed check of Ole
truck can begin.

2. Engine oil check
Check the engiiie oil level at me beginning of the shift with the truck on level
ground. A GM engine (Detroit diesel) should be shut down for at least five minutes
before the oil is c...,ecked0Cummins and Cat engines may be checked with the
engine either running or stopped.

, Cummins and Cat engines have a dipstick with readings on both sides, one side for
the engine running and the other side for the engine stopped. It itimportant to read
the appropiato side.

If the engine oil level is found to be on the add mark or below, notify the supervisor.
Do not overate the trick until the oil level is brought up to an adequate level-:"t

3. Engine oil leaks
The operator should look for engine oil leaks while making the engirie oil level
check. There may be oil lines or gaskets that are leaking. Make a visual check to see
if oil is dripping or running down the side of the engine block when the engine is
running.

4." Fan belts

The operator should check that the belts are in plop, tight, and in giod condition.

5. Alternator belt

The operator should check that the alternator belt is in place, tight, and in good
condition. .

6. Blower belt

The operator should check that the blower belt is in place, tight, and in good con-
dition.

7, Excitor belts

The operator sliould check that the excitor belts are in place, tight, and in good con-
dition.

B. Front suspension

The operator should check the front suspension for bottoming out and also check
that the 11-bolt at the top of the front suspension it tight and in place. Check too
that the main mounting bdits are tight amt in place.

44 Objective 4-3
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9.
..

Front tires .
The operator should conduct the foil ing checks on the front tires:

Visually check the tires for deep ts, separitions and embedded rocks.

Check for tire bulges at the road surface indicating low air pressure.
Check the. rims for cracks and breaks.

Check the valve stems for wear and cuts.

Caution: ,

it is especially important that Int tires be in good condition because steering is
dapiiident on them. 1

10. Front wheel lugs -

The operator should check the front wheel lugs each day. The wheel lugsshold the
tire and irion onto the truck.. Give each lug a twist and report any loose ones.

11. Brake, lines .

The operator should visually check the brake lines for leaks. Report any leaks to.
maintenance for repair as soon as possible. Do not operate a truck with brake line
leaks. .

CoutioN

I .
!,.*
Check the brake lines on all wheels.

.... 12.. Air tanks -
it

111

I
I c

I
1

I
I
I
I
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Check the following air tanks:

a. Main Air Tank The main air tank is located between the main fiame members
just above and ahead of the axle box. Drain this tank twioe,a shift during the
winter months, Take, caution when draining air tanks because of the sludge and
Water that comes out. The -tanks. should be drained until clean air is visible.

b. Front Air Application Tanks The front air application tanks are locate' on the
bottom side of the deck. Usually one,tank is on each side. The operator should
drainothe tanks twice a shift in the winter months.

c. Rear Air-Applicatio Tank The rear air application tank is located inside the
axle box and the dra n is located on the front side of the axle box. The operator
willhave to walk aro nil the front of the right rear tires to find the axle box be-
tween the tires and the mainframe. Drain this tank twice a shift during the win-
ter months.

13. Hoist rams

The operator should visually'clieck the hoist rams to ensure that the hoist anchbr
pins and keepers are in plaa. Also check the condition of the hydraulic hose and
look for leaks. Report any problems to the supervisor.

14. Main frame
The operator should visually check ,the main frame for cracks and report any
problems to the supervisor.

51
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15. Nose cone
The operator should visually check that the nose cone bolts are in-place and are
tight and that the pins and keeper are in place. The nose cone is located at the pivot
point OrtWaitie-at the rear axle box. The operator should also check for cracks in
this area.

16. Hydraulic pump hittinis
While checking the nose cope, the operator should also check the hydraulic pump
U-Joints. Shake the U-Joint by hand; if excessive movement is found have the Joint
checked by Maintenance.

17.. Rear wheel motor covers

To check the rear wheel motor covers:

a. Check that the fear wheel motor covers are in place and in the right position.

b. The wheel covers are situated in the :enter of the rear wheel. On the back side
of the motor cover there is a baffle or trough to catch any mud or water that en-
ters through the air holes in the cover. Check that this baffle is horizontalland
tight; if it isn't it will not serve its function and may permit water and mud to
enter the motor causing damage.

c. Check that the air passages in the motor cover are open so that air comes out of
the wheel from the blower. The air is necessary to cool the electric motors. This
check must be made when the truck is,running. If the truck is not running
during the pre -start checks, the operator must return to make the air passage
check after starting the engine: ,

18.- Rea? brakes

The _operator should remove the rear wheel motor covers and visually check the
condition of the brake disc and the thickness of the brake shot lining. Also check
the brake lines for leaks. Report any 'faulty conditions.

19. Rear tires
The operator should check the rear tires for bad cuts, separations, and embedded
rocks. Report any of these Problems to the supervisor.

20. Rear wheel lugs
The operator should check that the rear wheel lugs are hand tight. The rear wheel
lugs hold the rear tires and rims in placeReport any loose lugs to the supervisor.

21. Rock strippers
The operator should check that tie rock strippers are in place. The strippers are
located between the two dual wheels, one on each set of duals.

22. Rear suspension

The operator should check the suspension cases for cracks. Check both the top and
bottom eyes for cracks and check the condition of the pins.

23. Square roller
The operator should check to see if any of the four cap screws on the square roller
are loose. The square roller assembly is located at the rear of the truck above the
axle box. Also check that the retaining nut is secure. There should be no free space
on either side of the square roller.
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24. Rear axle box door

The operator must check that the rear axle box is not loose, open, or missing. If it is
not properly sealed, air;will escape through the door instead of going to the wheel
motors to cool them. Seal the door by using the turnbuckles, or if you can't seal it
report to the supervisor.

25. Dump body

The operator should visually check the dump body or box for cracks due either to
wear or welding failure. Report any cracks to the supervisor. Also check the dump
box supports and the hinge points. Look for cracks and possibly keeper bolts
missing from the hinge pins'

26. Steering assembly

oTtfeliefifor should ch-ick the tie rod ands, pins and keepers, bell cranks, drag
links, ball!pints, -steering rams and hydraulic hoses. Also check that all the joints
are tight and have little play. The Steering assembly is found under the front bum-
per of the truck. Report any faulty conditions to the supervisor. Never operate 'a
truck with faulty or doubtful steering.

some au trucks may have mechanical actuation of the steering valve
as opposed to orbital actuation.

27. Radiatoroolant level
The operator should check the radiator coolant level by removing the radiator cap.
Exercise extreme caution when removing the cap: coolant is under pressure and is
very hot. If the coolant level is low, report to the supervisor.

28. Hydraulic oil level
The operator should check the hydraulic oil level by opening the bottom pet cock
located on the hydraulic tank. If the oil flows out, the 'level is okay. If the oil does
not flow out, the level is to low and must be topped up.

29. Air intake
The operator should check the air intake located on the deck. This intake cools the
wheel motors. Check the screen covering the intake for any, paper or rags that are
sucked up against it and are cutting off air to the wheel motors. Also, cliar the in-
take area of rock, ore, or coal that could be pulled into the air intake.

30. Auxiliary steering
The operator should check the auxiliary'steering motor and pump located on the
right side of the truck' on the main frame in the engine compartment:
a.' Check the motor and pump bolts for tightness.
b. With the engine off, turn on the, auxiliary steering switch and listen for the

motor and primps starting up.

c. Turn the steering wheel back and forth, and look out of the cab at the left front
wheel. If the wheel moves, the auxiliary steering system is working.

If the wheel does not move, report right away to the supervisor.

Not.:
Any truck that has-automatic actuation of the auxiliary steering system must be
checked by the operator as if it didn't have the automatic actuation. If a steering
problem occurs the operator, should not rely on the automatic'systern,,but should
activate the auxiliary steering system manually.
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31. Air cleaner indicators
The operator should visually the the indicators for a green band, meaning that
the filter is okay. If the red band slows, the filter element is sufficiently plugged to
affect the performance of the engine. Report plugged filter. elements to the super-
visor; they should be changed as quickly as possible.

32. HydrauliC hose leaks

The operator shoidd visually check the condition of the hydraulic hoses and ldok
for leaks. Report major leaks as soon as possible to the-supervisOr. Do not operate
a truck that has major leaks lathe steering system.

33. Lights
4

The operatoushould turn on all the truck lights to see if they are working properly:

Headlights

Clearance lights

Back up lights

Brake lights

Retarder light

Faulty lights should be replaced.

34. Glass

The operator should check that the windshield, windows and mirrors are ciean and
free of cracks.

41

35. Handrails and ladder
The operator should chjeck the condition of the handrails and ladder and look for
loose handrails or rungs. Report any problems.

38. Wheti chocks
The operator should ensure that the truck is equipped with two'wheel Chock's
mounted in a readily accessible place.

37. Seat belts
An operator must -heck that the truck has seat belts-Wit/left up to the operator to
use them or no.

38. Fire extinguish%

Every truck mtirtie equipped with a fire extinguisher in good condition. Faulty fire
extinguishers must be replaced immediately.

33. Dump body supports

The operator must check that the dump body supports are in place. The four sup-
ports are situated on the top of the main frame and cushion the dump body. Made
of hard rubber with some give, they act as shock absorbers between the'reiain frame
and dump body. if any of the supports are mis§ing. notify the supervisor.

40. Material in the dump body
The operator must check for left\ over material in the dump, body. if eny is found,
ask the super,visor where to distiose of the material.
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OBJECTIVE 4-4

The oprator will perform proper engine start-up and sht.t Cown procedures.. . .

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Start up

Follow these procedures to start the engine:

a. Turn on the master switch.
b. Put on the manibrake.
c. Set the range selector in neutral. (The engine will not staft in any other

positiort).

I.

c

d. Turn the engine stop button on.
e. Check the air pressure. When the enginis c.ld it will require 120 psi of air

pressure to start. If the - engine is warm, it will start with as low as 70 psi.
1. Press on the start air button ".nd the engine will start.

2. Shut down

Follow these proce,, res to snut dovin the engine:
a. Put on the maxibrake.
b. Place the range selector lever in neutral.

C. Idle the engine at least five minutes prior to shut down in order to allow the
engine adequate time to cool.

d. Hit the engine kill switch until the engine stops.
e. When preparing to leave the cab, shut off all switches.
f. Upon leaving the cab shut off the master switch.

g. Block the truck with wheel chocks if ;' is to be left for any length of time.

%
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OBJECTIVE 4-5
The operator will perform operational checks on the servick. brakes, steering,
retarder and controls prior to putting the truck into production. The operator will
also describe the acceptable conditions for each check and the problems that
should be reported to the supervisor.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Service brakes

Air-over-hydraulic service brakes are used to stop the truck under 3 mph and in
emergency conditions. To check these brakes, put the truck into forward, pic4. ..,.
speed to 3 mph and apply the brakes as hard, as possible. If the truck comes to a
sudden stop the brakes are in good condition. If the brakes do not adequately stop
the truck, report to the supervisor. Do not operate a truck with faulty brakes.

2. Steering .

The operator must check the steering, to the right and to the left. The steering is
full time-power steering. If there are any indications of the steering free wheeling
or of hard steerimi , report to the supervisor and do not operate the truck..,

3. Dynamic retarder

The operator should check the retarder every shift. First put the truck into forward
on level ground. Gain speed to over 15 mph, then apply the retarder pedal fully and
hold it until the truck slows to 3 mph. If the retarder pedal is working properly, it
will slow the truck down very quickly. If It takes a long time, notify the supervisor
and do not operate the truck. ,..

4. Park brake cut out
To check trucks equipped with a propulsion interlock switch that cuts-out
propulsion when the park brake is applied:

a. Place the hand or park brake on.

b. Put the Ouch into forward.

c. Under power try to move the truck forward. If the cut-out is working properly,
the truck will not move. If tha truck moves forward freely, report to the super.
visor.

5. Hoist lever

The operator should check the hoist of the dump body with the engine rpm right up.
Pull the hoist lever to the raise position. If the box moves up and down with ease,
the hoist is functioning properly. If the box rises slowly, report to the supervisor.

To check trucks equipped with a hoist lever-shift selector interlock, leave the range
selector lever in reverse, put on the park brake, then pull the dump lever into the
dump position. If the range selector lever autoinat.cally goes into neutral, the in-
terlock is working properly: if it doesn't, report immediately to the supervisor.

\
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OBJECTIVE 4-6

The operator will describe proper procedures fo!.a.r,9)6 weather start of the truck
engine. ..

KEYPOINTS1RROCEQURES

I. Start-up procedures are given in OBJECTIVE 4-4.

2. The operator should let a cold engine idle until the engine temperature reaches
140°F and the vil pressure reaches 55-60 lbs. This will take anywhere from 20-30
minutes in cold weather.

3. Run the engine at high idle with the maxi-brakes on to warm it up quickly.

57
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OBJECTIVE 5-1

The operator will demonstrate moving the truck forward under normal operating
conditions on a roadway, and slowly in ctoe quarters.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Follow these procedures to move the truck forward:

a. Before moving the truck the operator should make sure that the air pressure is
over 100 psi and that all other gauges show normal readings.

b. Make sure that the high-low idle switch is itt the high idle position.
c. Put your left foot on the service brake pedal and press it down to hold the truck.

d. Blow the horn so that people around the truck know it is going to move.
a. Place the range selector lever in forward and the engine will automatically rev

up to 1400 rpm.
f. Release the hand brake and the maxi-brakes.

g. Press down with your right foot on the accelerator pedal and at the same time
:et up on your leit foot to release the service brakes. The truck will move for-
ward.

2. Slow movement

For slop forward motion the operator uses the same procedures as for normal for-
ward motion except that the high-low idle switch should be in the low idle position.
The low idle position gives a lower engine speed (650.750 rpm) for slow movement
and precise mancosivering in close quarters such as the shop area, the service area,
and the area around the fuel tanks.

Note that the truck should never be operated under normal driving condition$ with
the switch in the low idle position.

Caution:

it is very important that the operator checks that it is safe to, move the truck.
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OBJECTIVE 5-2
The operator will demonstrate moving the truck in reverse on level and downgrade
roadways and in blind areas requiring the use of mirrors on each side of ine truck.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Follow these procedures to reverse the truck:

a. First bring the truck to a complete stop.
b. Keep your left foot on the service brake pedal to keep the truck from moving.

c. Place the range selector lever in reverse.. /.

d. Do not allow the engine to rev up into high idle unless the dynamic brake pedal
is pushed down.

e. Once the range selector lever is in reverse, .press on the accelerator pedal and
at the same time let up on the service brake pedal. The truck will move in
reverse.

f. When reversing downgrade, use the dynamic retarder in conjunction with the
service. brakes. The dynamic retarder works in reverse also.

Courio,-: -

Because of the limited vision and blind areas with large haulage trucks, operators
must learn how to use the mirror on each side of the truck.

I
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OBJECTIVE 5-3

The operator will demonstrate proper turning procedures both on roarways and in
close quarters.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES
1. Turning a truck right or left is a very basic procedure once the truck is in motion.

Simply turn the steering wheel in the desired direction.

2. Tight turns
For tight turns in either direction:
a. Reduce direction speed so that tire damage does not occur during the turn.
b. Make turns as gradually as.possible because a sharp turn may cause the inside

wheel motor to stall.
c. Avoid hitting rocks or holes which might cause damage to the steering system.

3. Do not turn the front wheels when the truck is stationary because it is very hard on
the entire steering system.

O
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OBJECTIVE 5.4
.

The operator will dpmenstrate the proper procedures for using the dynamic
braking pedal and the air brake or service brake to slow down the truck.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Dynamic braking pedal

To slow down a truck that is already in motion, release the accelerator pedal and
press down on the dynamic retarder pedal. The further this pedal is pressed the
greater the braking action. The greatest, braking action occurs when the truck is at
12 to 15 mph. Use the dynamic braking pedal on all speeds over 3 mph, and use the
air brake or service brakes under 3,mph limit.

2. Using the air brakes when the truck is travelling over 3 mph will cause unwanted
brake wear and damage. Proper use of the dynamic retarder will ensure that the air
brakes are not used until the truck is at the 3 mph limit
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OBJECTIVE 5-5
The operator will demonstrate proper 'use of the auxiliary steering system in a
simulated emergencyksituation.

KEYPO I NTS/PROC ED ORES

1. The auxiliary steering system is usually used (i the case of an emergency.

2. Auxiliary steering procedures

Follow these procedures to use the -auxiliary sieertpg:

a. When a steering emergency occurs, the object is to bring the truck to a com-
plete stop as quickly as possible. .

b. While the truck is coming to a stop, activate the auxiliary steering system. The
pump will then start up and supply hydraulic pressure to the steering gystem.

c. Keep the auxiliary steering switch on and steer the truck to a stop. Note that/the
wheels cannot be .turned as'quickly as normal when powered bi the auxiliary
steering pump.

d. When the truck comes to a complete stop, turn off the auxiliary steering switch.

1
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OBJECTIVE 5-6
The operator will demonstrate stopping the truck using proper braking techniques.

KEYPOINTS/PROCE,OURES
1. Stopping procedures

Follow these procedures as the final stage in bringing the truck to a complete stop:

a. Once the truck speed is reduced by the dynarr.'^ retarder to the 3 mph range,
gradually press down on the air brake pedal until the truck is completely stop-
ped.

b. At the same time hold the dynamic reWder pedal down. Simultaneous use
the retarder and brakes increases braking efficiency: ,

c. Set the hand brake on and release Both the air brake pedal and the retarder
pedal.

d. If the truck is going to be left for any length of time, release the hand brake, set
the maxi-brakes and place the wheel chocks securely.

5
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OBJECTIVE 5.7
The operator will demonstrate parking a truck safely.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Parking procedures

When parking a truck either at the end of the shift or in in emergency where the
truck will be left unattended, use the following procedUres:

a. Park on the most level area as possible.

b. Park alongs;de a bank and turn the wheels into the bank to safeguard against a
pp- away. In emergency parking, always try to turn the wheels into an em-
fankment to prevent the truck from running away.

c. Set the maxi-brakes.

d. Turn off the engine, after letting it idle for a time so that it gradually cools
down. However, in the case of an emergency shut CM the engine immediately.

e. Shut off the master switch.
f. Set the wheel chocks in place, one under one of the front wheels and the other

on the opposite side under one of -the rear wheels.

Cautions:

If a truck has a mechanica for electrical problem and has to be left on a siovingrade,
ask the supervisor for additional wheel chocks so that the truck can be safely
secured.
If a truck is to sit for any length of time, i.e., half an hour or more, shut off the
engine to safeguard against damage while the truck is unmanned.

65
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OBJECTIVE 5-8
The operator will demonstrate shitting down the engine and truck in a simulated
emergency situation, and explain all the precautions to take.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Emergency shut down protedures

When an emergency shut down of the engine and trucks necessary:

a. Bring the truck to a stop as quickly as possible,
b. Park out of the. dray pf any traffic on the most level area possible.
c. Pqll the hand\brake and set the maXibrakes.
d. Pull the emergency shut dawn and at the same time hold the engine stop switch

down until the engine stops.

e. Shut off the master switch:

1. Set the wheel chocks and block te wheels.
g. Inform the supervisor of the reasons for the emergency shut down and obtain

any help that is necessary. In the case of a fire inform the supervisor im-
mediately.

I
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OBJECTIVE 6-1

The operator will demonstrate positioning the truck for loading at the shovel and
the loader on the shovel or loader side and on the operator's blind side.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES

I. Positioning of the truck for k:ceding at the shovel

The shovel on the operator's side.

The truck operator must be able to back into position on the side of the shovel that
is most visible to the operator:
a. When the shovel operator is waiting with the bucket loaded and spotted, back

up by lining up the edge of the dump Lady or box with the dipper trip lever.

b. Continue backing up until the shovel operator dumps the bucket of blows the
horn to stop.

c. When the truck stops. it should be at right angles to the shovel sticks.
The 091/11i on the blind side.

Blind side positioning is made when the truck backs in for a load and the shovel is
on the opposite side of the truck to the operator's cab. Full view of the shovel while
backing in is not possible, making the task difficult. Follow these procedures for
blind side positioning: to

a. Prior to backing in under the bucket, the operator should note the basic layout
of the working face'and pay attention to all traffic systems. Be cautious when
backing 1 on the blind side. ,

b. If the shovel operator has the bucket filled and in position to dump, the
operator should line the edge of the dump body or box with the shovel bucket
teeth leave ab t 18 inches of teeth showing over the edge of the dump body.

c. Continu to bac up slowly until the shovel operator either dumps the bucket or
blows the horn to stop.

d. When stopped in position, the truck dump body should be at right angles to the
shovel sticks.

The truck operator must stay alert to theact that the shovel may have moved a
distance sideways since the truck's last load.

, .
a

/
When the truck is being loaded, the truck operator should not tear the cab for any
reason. The truck should be sitting as flat as possible and not bb backed up onto
rocks on the working face. Sitting flat minimizes tire damage, and also minimizes
torsional strain on the nose cone, square roller and suspension system. ,

Prompt and correct positioning of trucks for loading will cut down on the loading
cycles and increase production.

2. /Positioning ifor loading at a loader

Follow these procedures to position the truck at the loader:
a. Visually check the traffic control scheme in the work area of the loader.

...

b. F;osition,the truck beside the loader. This task is not as difficult as positioning
10y at a shovel. The majority of the time the truck can be positioned so that the

loader is on the operator's side of the truck.

68
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c. Wait until the loader operator spots the loader before backing nder the bucket.

d. When the loader is ready with a full bucket, back the truck in li ing up the side
of the dump body or box with the loader tilt arms.

a Sack in parallel to the loader's tires using caution at all times.
I

1. It the truck gets too close when backing in, the loader operator clan compensate
by backing up.

In nearly all cases, the loading should be done from the operator's side. If the
loader has to load on the driver's blind side, the truck operator should use extrp
caution in positioning the truck.

Trucks are best spotted at about a 45 degree angle to- the working face rather than
at right angles to it. In this position the loader can swing some loads from the bank
onto the truck with a minimal backward movement, Evs increasing loading speed.'
It is the loader operator's responsibility to position the trucks for effective loading.

Caution: , -

When the truck is being loaded, the operator must not come out of the cab for any
reason. Staying ia the cab is necft3ary because of the constant danger of material
falling out of the bucket and injuring the operator. The exception to this rule is
when the truck is being loaded with boulder s. In this case leave the cab and go to a
safe position until the truck is completely loaded.

Objective 6-1
\
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OBJECTIVE 6-2

The operator will demonstrate hauling a load on the level, and explain all
procedures and precautions to take.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Hauling on the level

Hauling on level ground is basically governed by common sense. The operator
should drive to road conditions, using the dynamic retarder to qontrol the speed t..f
the truck. Stay alert to possible road hazards at all times. To stop the truck, depress
the dynamic retarder pedal fully until the speed of the truck Is reduced to 3 mph.
Then apply the service brakes until the truck comes to a complete stop.

2. Overspeed braking

If the truck is driven over a set top speed, usually 25 mph, the; overspeed brake is
automatically fully engaged. Propulsion cutout will occur at approximately 2 mph
before the over reed brake comes on. The overspeed brake is aCtually the dynamic
retarder. rtr the tru.,:k speed falls back below the top speed set by the mine, the
dynamic Jrder automatically releases.

Not*:
Do not operate the truck so that overspeed braking is continually recurring because
this causes extensive damage to the electrical system.

70
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OBJECTIVE 6-3

a. The operator will demonstrate hauling a load downgrade. The operator will also
explain all procedures and precautions for downgrade hauling including handl-
ing a runaway truck.

b. The operator will state the location of all emergency run off protection areas at
the mine site, and demonstrate the use of these protection areas in a simulated
emerge ncy shut down.

KEYPOiNTS/PROCEOURES

1. hauling material downgrade with large haulage trucks takes more concentration on
speeds than does normal level grade hauling.

2. Large conventional haulage trucks are equipped with a transmission retarder
whereas dynamic braking systems are used on diesel electric trucks.

3. When hauling downgrade, operators should'keep a proper interval between trucks.
This interval will vary depending on the speed, road grade and condition, hi.* must
always provide ample braking distance.

4. Use of the retarder on downgrades
To slow cr maintain the speed on a downgrade, the operator must release the throt-
tle and depress the dynamic retarder pedal. The further the pedal is depressed the
greater the retarding action. Note that retarder capabilities are directly related to
speed, road, grade, and weight of loads.

Always apply the retarder before gov.g over the crest of any downgrade. There are
two reasons for this precaution. First, if checks the operation of the retarder and
should the retarder not be working the operator has time to stop the :ruck before
taking it downgrade. The second reason is to give the operator control of the speed
of the truck before it start4 Jowngrade.

To increase speed; the operator should rein the retarder pedal and the truck speed
will increase.

Caution:

Do not allow the truck to exceed 15 mph on a downgrade. The retarder will begin to
face as th: truck exceeds 15 mph and as the speed gets higher it will become less
effective to the point of not having any retarding action at all. Maximum retardation
results at 15 mph.

5. Retarder failure

If the retarder fails while the truck is hauling a load downgrade, the operator
should Keep the retarder pedal depressed fully. There may be s. chance that the
retarder will start working again. At the same time. apply the service brakes fully
and bring the truck to a stop as quickly as possible. Keep the service brake pedal
completely down to the floor until the truck is stopped. Once the truck is stopped
safely park it. Do not operate a truck with a faulty retarder.

In the event of a retarder failure, the operator must act swiftly.The slower the
operator is to act, the `,ester the truck will be going and the harder it will be to stop.
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1: Engine failure ,/

If for some reason the engine fails, the operator must immediateput the auxiliary
steering switch on. Apply the service brake and retarder at th0/same time to bring
the truck to a complete stop as quickly as possible. Then safAiy park the truck and
report to the supervisor.
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OBJECTIVE 6-4
The operator will demonstrate hauling a load up grade and explain all procedures
and precautions to take. 1

ir

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. When hauling a load up grade, operators should maintain a minimum dlitance of I
200 feet between trucks. When travelling loaded uphill, trucks should not jass one
another. Follow all traffic rule1:-

Caution:
1

I
An operator should never stop on a ramp when loaded except for an emergency.
When an emergency occurs on the haul" ramp, use the truck radio to notify the .
proper authorities.

1
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OBJECTIVE 8-5

The operator will demonstrate under slippery conditions hauling a load on the
level,, up grade and downgrade. The operator will also explain the procedures for
driving under these conditions.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. On the level

Use common sense when hauling on the level under slippery conditions. Keep
speed to a minimum with the dynamic retarder. if the rear wheels lock up and start
sliding while' using the dynamic retarder release the retarder pedal to get the
wheels rolling again.

Caution:

The operator must reduce speed and drive defensively under slippery conditions:
Report any slippery conditions to the supervisor so that the road conditions can be
improved. -

2. Up grade

When hauling up grade under slippery conditions the operator should increase the
distance between trucks from the normal 200 feet to at least 400 feet. if the truck
tires start to spin while hauling up grade, bring the truck to a stop as quickly as
possible. Then safely block it. Notify all other trucks using the road that the slip-
pery conditions exist and that there is a truck stopped on the up grade. Do not
move the truck (either up or down) until the traffic is stopped by the supervisor and
equipment is brought in to improveihe road condition. Use extreme caution when
moving equipment on slippery roads.

3. Downgrade

Speed is the most important factor when hauling downgrade under slippery con-
ditions. Keco the speed to a minimum when approaching the downgrade and test
the dynamic retarder to see if it is operational. Be sure that when the truck brakes
over the crest of the downgrade, the speed is minimal. Use extreme caution at all
times whiie hauling downgrade under slippery conditions.

increase the distance between trucks travelling downgrade from the normal 200
feet to at least 400 feet. Use the retarder to control the spee ' of the truck. Under
slippery condition:. he retarder when applied may lock up the rear wheels causing

theback of the truck to slide. If this happens release the reta
that

pedal to get the
wheels rolling again. The truck speed will increase rapidly so that you must apply
the dynamic retarder pedal again to control the speed. You may have to use the
retarder intermittently in this way.

Speed is important on a downgrade because if the truck exceeds the 15 mph limit,
the retarder starts to lose its effectivzness and the truck will rcontinue to gain
speed. Once the truck speed exceeds the speed limit set by the company, the over-
speed braking will engage and because of the slippery conditions the ;ear wheels
will lock up and cause sliding.

Caution:

if the road becomes shivery, the operator should notify the supervisor so that the
road can be brought back to good travelling conditiors.

74
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OBJECTIVE 6-6

The operator will describe various conditions that may occur on an approach to the
'dump and will demonstrate a safe approach to the dump.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. When approaching the dump area, the operator should visually inspect the area for
tire hazards and cracks that result from settling. Look at the height and width of the
berms. If the height or width is inadequate, do no back up against the berm. Dump
on.top instead.

2. The operator must always follow the traffic tontrol scheme unless notified other-
wise by the supervisor.

3. The operator should check to make sure that there is a gradual incline from the in-
side of the dump to the outside. The truck should always back up grade to the out-
side edge of the dump.

4. The operator must use extreme caution while in the-dump area. Do not proceed to
dump past any cracks on the dump until the crack has been looked at by-the super-
visor. If in doubt, dump to the inside of a crack. Always be alert-to where the dump
supervisor is and drive with caution when near other equipment working the dump
area.

S. Extra caution is necessary when dealing with coal stockpiles because of the soft-
ness of coal. Stay away from the edges of the stockpiles: dump on .op.

72 Objective 6.6
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OBJECTIVE 6.7
The operator will rit.monstinte backing up to the berm and dumping a load, and will
explain the proceeures 3nd precaut,ons for dumping at the berm.

KEYPOINTSTPROCEDURES

1. Never dump over a borm without havhig a dump supervisor present. If no dump
supervisor is present, dump the load atop of the dump as stated in Rule 272 of
the Mines Regulation Alt and rule 203 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act. See OBJECTIVE
1-1

2 To prepare for dumping.

a. Once you have made the usual check of the dump and are ready to back up to
the berm, back up the truck following the directions and signals given by the
dump supervisor.

b. When the trewk barmed into the place designated by the supervisor the signal
is given to the. operator to dump the load.

3. To raise the box:
a. Place the hard wage eh.
b. Set the range selector lever in neutral.
c. Pull the :lump laver back into raise P rev the engine to 1600 rpm. The box

should raise and at the same time dump the load.
d. Once the bo,, g.)es "over centre", ease off the accelerator pedal to prevent un-

necessary stress on the hoist cylinders.

e. When the box is in the raised position (allowing complete dumping) put-the
dump lever in the hold position. Never hold the dump, lever in the raised
position other..rise you could damage the hydraulic system. The rate at which
the du no body rises is directly related to the engine speed and the weight of
the load

4. To lower the box:
a. Once the notarial has cleared the box, place the dump lever into the lower

position, then rev the engine to 1600 rim. The box will lower.

b. When the box is about 2 feet from the bottom, release the accelerator and let
the hux lower gently into place on the frame.

c. The dump lever should automatically return to the float position. If it does not,
manually/place the dump lever into the float position. If this is not done, the
hydraulic oil will overheat because of the continuous operation of the pump
and will cause problems in the steering and dumping mechanisms.

5. To leave the area:
a. Once the box is down and you are ready to leave, wait for the dump supervisor

to give the signal to leave.

I%
sto
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OBJECTIVE 6-8
The operator will demonstrate positioning the truck at the crusher and dumping
the load. The operator will also explain procedure,* and precautions for dumping at
the crusher.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES
1. Watch the signal lights at the crusher or breaker station for dumping directions.

2. When dumping into a bin or hopper at either a crusher or breaker siatio,:, Deck in
square to an abutment or stop and follow the raising, dumpinecnd lowering
procedureS given in OBJECTIVE 6.7, points 3 and 4.
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OBJECTIVE t9

The operator wiNemonstrate following all the mine site's traffic control scheme
rules.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES
1. Traffic control scheme rules are outlined in OBJECTIVE 1-3.
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OBJECTIVE 6-10
The operator will demonstrate following safe driving practices in order to avoid
Aire damage.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEDURES

1. Ways to avoid tire damage are outlined in OBJECTIVE 14.
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OBJECTIVE 7-1
. ,

The operator will demonstrate safely entering the lube and oil house area and ex-
plain all precautions to take.

KEYPCINTS /PROCEDURES

1. The operator, when entering the lube and oil housefirea, must put the high-low idle
switch into the low idle position in order to mairdain low °nem rpms. Enter the
lube and oil area at less than th posted speed using extreme caution. Become
familiar witty the layout of the various tube and it areas. The key to safety in Itit'e
and oil areas is to travel very slowly.

2. Prior to servicing, the operator must set t e hand and maxi-brakes, then climb
down to ground level.

3. Once on the ground, the operator should set the wheel chocks into position.
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OBJECTIVE 7.2
--ThYoperator will demonstrate following all procedures for having the truck

refueled by a fuel truck and explain all recautions to take.

KEYP9INTS/PROCEOURES
1. Follow these procedures for refuelling at* a fuel truck:

a. When approaching a fuel truck for fuel, put the highlow id witch into low I
idle and come alongside the fuel truck at low speed. ,,

b. The fuel truck should be on your side of the truci,.s that you can keep.it in full
view at all times.. --,--

c. Once the fuel truck driver has spotted-the truck, stop the truck, shut dotvn the
engine, and set the maxi-brakes. .

d. Get out of the cab and stay on the ground during the fuelling.
e. Once on the ground you or a service person must set the wheel chock in place.

f. Before reboarding after the refuelling,.walk around the truck to mak sure that
no one is close to or under it and that the wheel chocks have been re ved and
stored properly.

g. When sure that the way is clear, signal by a blast of the truck hori before
releasing the brakes to indicate that yo' are leaving. It is important to wait

( .

momentarily before leaving.

h. Place the high-low idle switch into th e high idle position and leave the area at a
low speed. _

Caution:

Refuelling by a fuel truck is an operation that is always carried out in a pit
situation. Therefcre, be aware of traffic and everything around the truck and
proceed cautiously.

80 Objective 7-2
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OBJECTIVE 7.3

The operator will demonstrate good housekeeping on the truck and in the fuel and
service areas.

KEYPOINTS/PROCEOURES
1. Whenever possible. the operator should clean up the service area wnile the-truck is

being serviced,

2. Continna Hy clean up old rags, and paper, etc. because the efuel site usually
changes daily in accordance with the pit situation. Put the refuse into a barrel for
disposal.

3. Clean up oil spills on the fI .or as soon as possible. Eliminate all possible hazards
that may lause slips and falls
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OBJECTIVE 8-1

Modulo eight is for special assignments covering individual property specialty ob-
jectives. These objectives are not normally performed with a haulage truck, but are
relative to operation on certain properties. Individual properties should detail their
specialty objectives in this module.
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THE DACUM APPROACH

DACUM is a systematic model of program development used in designing
career, technical and vocational training programs. The first step in the
process ;$ to establish the skills expected of c aduate entering em-
ployment. These skills are generally specified by a representative employer
group in a workshop conducted by program development specialistS. The
product of this activity is a skill profile chart. This chart is then circulated
both to the participants and to a number of other employers for review prior to
further development.

The next step is to specify learner-centred performance objectives. These in-
clude not only the skills a learner must demonstrate but also the conditions
under which the skill is to be performed and the criteria used to determine the
acceptable standard of performance.

Once the performance objectives have been set. there are three important
steps to complete the development process. These are generally undertaken
by an instructor or croup of instructors, in the following ordt.

1) Appropriate evaluation instruments are chosen or created to assess
student capability in relation tc the specific objectit7es of the program!

F 2) A variety of si,.tahle instructional techniques and learning expe'riencee
are chosen to facilitate learning of the skills aria knowledge required to
meet the objectives

3) Instructional resources (texts. films. models. and other learning aids)
are selected or created.

8d
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READING THE SKILL PROFILE CHART

A skill profile chart (often referred to as R DACUM Chart). is a graphic
representation of the essential skillS expected of a student graduating from a
specific career. vocational or technical program.

,,,s

Broad areas of employee responsibility are shown in the boxes on the left of.
the chart. These are called "general erects of-competence". The titSkS or
skills related to each are sequenced along the horizontal track to the tight of
the general area of competence.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Please contact: Re(search and Curriculum Development Branch
Post-Secondary Department
Ministry of Education
7451 Elmbridge Way
Richmond. B.C.
V6X 188
Telephone: (604) 278-3433

ADDITIONAL COPIES

Additional copies of this chart and performance objectives
may be ordered from:

Publication Services
878 Viewfield Road
Esquimalt. British Columbia
V9A 4V1
Telephone:, (604) 387-5331
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